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The Platinum Blonde is a 1200W HMI. We have developed it from tried and tested technology
so you can rest assured this is a reliable and well-crafted luminaire with its own unique take on
the HMI. We have utilized the polycarbonate housing of our 2KW tungsten blonde and fit it with a
doubled ended 1200W HMI lamp which gives 750 hours of continuous use.
The result is a brilliantly lightweight and highly portable lamp with a high output, low cost daylight
source with known colour characteristics but more importantly a great quality of light.
Controls on the lamp head are kept to a
minimum for ease of use, and consist solely of a
continuously rotating focus knob, with the on/off
function being controlled from the 575-1200W
Power Gems ballast. The ballast supports high
speed work, up to 1000Hz operation. The ballast
is wired with the standardized pin configuration.
The open faced format is ideal for any situation
where raw output is the main requirement such
as a bounce light or punching through diffusion.
As the Platinum Blonde is only 1200W It can
be powered from virtually any domestic supply
worldwide without the worry of it tripping, giving
you the freedom to shoot wherever you need
it. On outside location it only needs a small
generator to run unlike some bigger HMI’s.
Much like the standard blonde, the Platinum
Blonde can be focused from 30-65°, to allow
flexibility in use without the need for additional
lenses. As with all Photon Beard lights, there
is a secure accessories slot on the front of the
lamp where you can fit barns doors that include
gel clips.
The Platinum, Blonde is available in two options.
The head only is supplied with barndoors,
head to ballast cable and 1.2kw HMI lamp. The
complete system option adds a 575-1200W
electronic Power Gems ballast.
All Photon Beard lights come with a full 12
month manufacturer’s worldwide warranty.
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